Abstract In the paper an approach to the construction of rule-based morphosyntactic tagger for Polish is proposed. The core of the tagger are modules of rules (classification systems), acquired from the IPI PAN corpus by application of Genetic Algorithms. Each module is specialised in making decisions concerning different parts of a tag (a structure of attributes). The acquired rules are combined with linguistic rules made by hand and memory-based rules acquired also from the corpus. The construction of the tagger and experiments concerning its properties are also presented in the paper.
Introduction
The process of Part of Speech Tagging, whose task is to identify a contextually proper morpho-syntactic description for each ambiguous word in a text, is one of the basic steps in processing of the natural language. PoS taggers for English are well developed and give practical results with accuracy of tagging close to 99%
1 . A lot of interesting work have been done in case of many other languages, but only a few for Polish. Still accuracy of Polish taggers, e.g. 90.4% in [4] , are much worse than English ones and worse than Czech one [9] i.e. 95.16%. The main cause was the lack of large corpus of Polish, and this has been changed since the appearance of the IPI PAN Corpus [14] .
Most English taggers are based on stochastic methods, e.g. Hidden Markov Models or maximum entropy modelling, see [3] . 'Stochastic' taggers make decisions depending on probability of appearance of the given tag in the sequence of n-surrounding (or only preceding) tags. The number of English tags (100-200) is relatively small in comparison to Polish ones, e.g. more than 1000 in IPI PAN Corpus. This is caused by the rich morphology of Polish, and the necessity of encoding the values of morphosyntactic attributes in tags. The increase causes an even more dramatic increase in the number of possible n-sequences, and makes stochastic modelling demanding much more training data. Moreover, the English syntax presents a lot of 'rigidity' according to the linear order of constituents what results in often fixed order of tags. On the contrary, Polish behaves mostly as a free word order language and Polish syntactic constructions are often built by far 'ranging' links encoded by morphological features, e.g. [2] .
Being familiar with existing stochastic approaches to tagging of Polish [4] and Czech [8] , we formulated the goal of our work as an experiment in construction of a tagger for Polish based on a different rule-based approach. The motivations for our work come from: a possibility of encoding long distance dependencies in decision rules, applications of rule-based tagging for Czech, e.g. [12, 13] , an improvement introduced by the combined approach in [9] and an the work on construction of tagging rules for Polish [15] . Realising the difficulty of discovering tagging rules by hand, we wanted to develop a process of automatic acquisition of rules from the IPI PAN Corpus. However, the overall construction of a tagger should allow an easy integration of rules acquired automatically with rules coming from other sources, including rules constructed by hand, like the rules in [15] .
Rules Discovery
In the classical Brill's approach [1] to rules learning, only a limited context of the given tag is tested in a rule. However, if we want to acquire rules describing long distance dependencies, we need to make the context more flexible, in special cases limited only by the boundaries of a sentence or an utterance. Unfortunately, a flexible context complicates learning process. That is why, we have chosen the general paradigm of Genetic Algorithms (henceforth GA) as a tool for rules acquisition.
The acquisition of rules have been based on a subset (up to 582179 words, see the sec. 4) of the annotated part of IPI PAN Corpus (shorten to IPIC) and the tagset proposed there. In IPIC, 12 grammatical categories have been introduced, e.g. number, case, gender, person, degree, aspect. Each category has been associated with a set of possible values, e.g. accentability with 2 values: akc (accented) and nakc (non-accented); or case with 7 values: nom, gen, dat, . . . A notion of grammatical class has been introduced in IPIC, instead of traditional PoS. Simplifying, grammatical classes are defined on the base of a shared set of grammatical categories and a similar syntactic distribution of the members of the given class. The IPIC tag is a list of elements given in an order fixed for the given class. The subsequent positions encode: the class (first) and values of the appropriate categories, e.g. the word przyczyn a receives the tag 2 : subst:sg:inst:f, which means: class noun (subst), number singular (sg), case instrumental (inst) and gender feminine (f). Because the total number of tag-sequences is huge 3 , and the accuracy of a tagger is influenced by the number of tags, we decided to treat the IPIC tag as a structure of attributes and to divide the overall problem of choosing the right tag into subproblems of choosing values for its attributes (i.e. elements of a tag).
There are three types of rules in our tagger:
1. acquired directly from training examples -memory-based learning, 2. discovered by GA, 3. and linguistic -constructed by hand.
The task of hand-made rules is to directly express fixed knowledge delivered by an expert, and to avoid its rediscovery by different methods of rules acquisition. The hand-made rules used in our tagger are a subset of the rules proposed in [15] . Unfortunately, because of their imprecise description in [15] , we were able to implement only a part of them. The rules are encoded in a special formal language, and are kept in a separate module. The handmade rule can make positive decisions -choosing a tag, as well, as negative decisions -eliminating some classes/values of categories from a tag.
Because of problems with achieving the complete coverage by GA rules (discussed in the sec. 4), we introduced the memory-based (MB) rules (the first type) as a supplementary source of knowledge. The MB rules were extracted as sequences of tags of a fixed length (see the sec. 4). The MB rules supplement the two other kinds by 'closing the gaps' in the coverage during tagging, see the sec. 3. The accuracy of each MB rule is assessed during acquisition and stored with it. The accuracy F is calculated as following:
where |P &C| is the number of learning cases matching the premise and the conclusion of a rule and |P | is the number of cases matching only the conclusion. Here 'matching' means that the given rule is in the distance 0 from the case -the computation of distance is discussed below. The penalty (here 0.5) in (1) decreases accuracy of too specific rules matching only one case. The acquired rules are separated into subsets according to the grammatical classes of their conclusions (GA rules also according to the grammatical categories). The separation is a consequence of the assumed division of the tagger into 'subtaggers' specialised in one type of decision.
Rules computed by GA are the core part of the tagger. The GA rules form a kind of a classification system, have a general shape: IF ...THEN ..., and are learned according to the Michigan paradigm [11] , i.e. the population represents a set of rules, where each individual corresponds to a rule and the adaptation function, as well, as genetic operators are applied to rules (=individuals) and their encodings (=a genotype). There are two types of GA rules differing in actions defined by their conclusions: positive and negative. Positive rules choose one tag from the set of possible ones. Negative rules eliminate one or more of the possible tags (depending on a rule and a context). The negative rules have been introduced to encode (and to discover) a kind of linguistically necessary constraints that must be preserved by sequences of tags. Moreover, the problem of elimination of a fraction of possibilities seems to be less complex than one-step choice of the right tag. During tagging the negative rules should be applied before the positive rules (regardless of the other types). We hope that in that way the decision problem would be relaxed before the final choice is done by the positive rules.
Because, in our approach, a tag is a structure of attributes, the rules can operate on its parts. This happens on both sides of a rule: the conclusion can affect any part of the resulting tag and the premises can test any part of the tags in context. There are three types of conclusions: In the examples above, the empty symbol ' ' can be used instead of any part of a tag, as well, as instead of the whole tag. It makes the substituted attributes/tag meaningless for the given rule.
The premises of the rules are divided into two layers: a layer of tests, and a layer of operators. The number of elements in both layers is equal to the length of context. The operators of the second layer implement linguistic constraints, that test (generalised) agreement of the given tag with tags located inside, and, (what is even more important) also outside the context. The operators originate from corpus analysis and some of them are just relaxed versions of the rules of Rudolf [15] . The operator definition includes: a trigger (set of preconditions) limiting its applicability 4 and a test returning a boolean value. The operator is applied only if its preconditions are fulfilled, i.e. it can return three values: true/false and 'not applied' (an 'empty value') e.g. the operator of case agreement of a sequence after a preposition (a simplified description):
• preconditions: there is a preposition on the left of the given tag and between only adjectival tags and simple adverbs, • result: returns true iff there is agreement on case, number and geneder across the whole sequence 5 .
The range of an operator is limited to the boundaries of an utterancea sentential segment of the corpus. Each utterance is processed separately.
The genotype (encoding a rule) comprises two chromosomes: the first one describing 'standard' premises, i.e. patterns of tags, e.g. see R1, and the second one encoding operators attached to subsequent positions in the context, i.e. there can be one operator for each tag in the context, which tests agreement of the tag in a broader context.
The whole set of rules is divided into subsets of similar rules. There are several subsets of rules having a particular grammatical class as conclusion, e.g. the subset of adjective-rules. The other subsets concern decision on a value for a particular category, e.g. the case-rules. However, the class rules can also choose values for categories (whole tags as conclusions). The division was intended to simplify interpretation of GA operators (limiting their work to a smaller subset of rules -individuals) and relax the complexity of learning, and to mimic the work of human annotators (steps in decision). We were aware of relative difficulty in different types of tagging decisions, too [8, 4] .
In order to fill initial populations (sets of rules) with some rules with non-zero GA adaptation, the populations are not set totally randomly and some rules are acquired directly from the training data. Tags corresponding to conclusions are processed according to the type of the given subset, e.g. only class is left non-empty. Operators are randomly selected and attached under the condition they are triggered and return true.
We used several GA operators in learning, namely: selection, crossing, exchange, permutation, mutation and preselection of de Jong. Not all of them appeared to be 'helpful'. The usefulness of crossing has been questionable from the very beginning. Finally, we limited crossing to the exchange of subsequences of the whole tags between two rules from the same subset. Exchange and permutation are a kind of mutation: the first one exchanges positions of two genes from the premise, the second one permutes positions of all genes. Both operations affect both chromosomes. Mutation works in many ways, but always with respect to the meaning of the tag structure, i.e. it is not a simple change of some bits. Firstly, it can generalise a tag (its premise and/or conclusion) by changing any part of it to the empty value. Secondly, it can modify a tag introducing some value in place of another. Thirdly, there is a special mutation for chromosome of operators. It randomly chooses a new operator depending on the given tag and the grammatical class requested by the operator. An operator can also be changed to the empty value.
The proper performing of selection was a hard problem. The selection chooses individuals (rules), but for us the most important is the work of the whole population, i.e. the tagger. Assuming a very simple method of valuation: a percentage of good decisions in the case of matching premises, the best rules are rules tightly matching particular cases and firing once. As the result, a small set of rules can dominate the whole population. Trying to increase diversity of populations, we have used a technique of niches 6 . As the base we assumed the preselection of de Jong in the version presented in [7] . We have tested experimentally several versions of scaling of adaptation of individuals and finally decided to use a technique called participation in shared examples inspired by [16] :
, where cov(e, r) = 1 when d(e, r) = 0 0 in other cases (2)
In (2), r i means individual (the i-th rule), e j is the j-th training example, cov means covering, s is uniqueness of the given individual, k is the number of examples matched by r m , f is the adaptation, and d is the distance between a conclusion and a tag in the centre of an example, calculated in learning and tagging in the following way (the simplified description):
• the empty symbol is equal to anything on the given position,
• a difference in classes gives 10 'units', a difference in categories -1 unit,
• in the case of a different number of elements of two tags, the distance is equal to the smallest distance between the shorter tag, and any subsequence of the longer one.
Several versions of adaptation function were tested experimentally, all based on solutions proposed for GA applications in data mining [16, 5] . Finally, the best accuracy have been achieved with the simple function:
f ad (r) = f 1 (r) * Simp(r), where Simp(r) = penalty when cntGen(r) > η 1 in other cases (4) In (4), f 1 is the function (1), cntGen(r) returns the number of empty symbols used in r, and η is a threshold.
Tagging Algorithm
Being concentrated on the process of rules acquisition, we assumed a simple (probably too simple) algorithm of tagging. The tagger applies successively four kinds of rules: linguistic, memory-based, GA negative, and GA positive. In preceding GA rules by MB rules we wanted to use 'remembered cases' before 'discovered knowledge', but when we had changed the distance threshold for MB rules to non-zero one, this order became not so clear. Anyway, we kept it in experiments. The modules of GA rules are applied in a fixed order. The modules of grammatical classes are used first. Next, the modules of categories are applied in the following order: case, number, gender, person, i.e. from more difficult to less frequent.
In tagging, ambiguous words are first marked with the empty symbol, and next according to the possible values of categories and possible classes the appropriate modules are being run in parallel. When more than one class module is presenting an answer, the adaptation of the rules decides which one to use. The subsequent words are decided in the most simple sequential way i.e. the tagger starts with the first ambiguous word (in the linear order of a corpus utterance) and next proceeds to the subsequent ambiguous words. Decisions for the following words will depend on the preceding ones if they enter the context window of the rules being applied.
Experiments and Results
There were two phases of experiments. The first phase was devoted to setting up the parameters realised on a small subset of IPIC including: 59616 words for training and 2923 for testing, where 1617 words were ambiguous. In the second phase, full scale tests were realised using the best values for parameters chosen in the first one. During the full scale, the tests were performed on a larger subset of 578279 words for training and 3900 for testing including 1589 ambiguous words. Here we present only the most important data, the full report is given in [6] .
In the first phase, we checked the accuracy of the linguistic rules, and assigned priorities to them. Next, we tested the length of context getting the best results for: 1 + 1 for memory-based rules and 2+1 for GA. The particular technique of niche, and the version of adaptation function have been also chosen experimentally. The best results were achieved with changing GA parameters during learning, i.e. on the start of learning we had: 100% of exchange of population, 0 probability of crossing, and 0.5 of mutation, and, after 6th iteration, we changed them to: 50% of exchange, 0.1 probability of crossing, and 0.3 of mutation. At the beginning of learning we wanted to achieve more generalised rules introducing later 'fine tuning' of them to particular groups of examples. In the first experiments, we proved also that the use of negative rules before positive ones increases accuracy of tagging, and that a class with values for categories is better conclusion than a class used alone. In all experimentes the populations consisted of 300 rules and there were 60 iterations. We tested also the influence of the agreement operators on accuracy of GA rules, but the results were not obvious. One could observe a significant improvement in the best accuracy from 72.2% (positive rules without the operators) to 74.0% (positive rules + operators). But, one could also observe cycles of improvement and rapid descrease in accuracy without any visible tendency of overall improvement in the last 30 iterations. Probably, the cycles are caused by mutation, and the number of iterations is too small for much incresed complexity of learning with operators. Due to long time of learning, the operators have been abandon in the full scale experiments.
In the full scale experiments, we tested separately accuracy of the three kinds of acquired rules on larger corpus, getting: 89.2% for MB rules (73.7% for ambiguous words), 83.4% for positive GA rules (59.5%), and 78.7% for negative GA rules (48.0%). Next, the three different ways of combinations of different kinds of rules have been tested, too:
• negative + positive -84.2% (61.5%), • memory-based + negative + positive -89.8% (75.1%),
• linguistic + memory-based + negative + positive -90.0% (75.6%).
Conclusions, Problems, and Further Development
The best result of 90.0% is not fully satisfying in comparison to 90.4% in [4] , or to 95.16% in [9] . However, if one considers this tagger as the preliminary experimental system built in a half a year, the result will get more value.
The experiment showed that a rule-based tagger for Polish can achieve accuracy comparable with the stochastic approach. It was also visible, that combining several kinds of rules one could get an increased accuracy, higher than any of the sets of rules alone! The positive side of the proposed approach is, that it makes integration of rules made by hand very easy. They work according to the same paradigm like the other two types of rules, thus their influence is predictable. They can make positive, as well, as negative decisions (decreasing complexity of the problem). Moreover, also the GA rules are readable for a human reader and can even be manually corrected.
It is possible, that the final result is decreased in large extent by the simple sequential algorithm of the tagger. It makes each decision only once in the first go. The wrong decision made for a preceding word can mislead the tagger in decisions made for the following words. The overall accuracy of the tagger could be improved by the introduction of some more sophisticated algorithm, e.g. based on a general pattern of Viterbi algorithm used in stochastic taggers or based on the second application of GA. This algorithm should compute the optimal sequence of tagging rules according to their adaptations. The application of rules with higher adaptation (as assessed in learning) should improve significantly the final accuracy (even using the same set of rules). The initial experiment with application of the agreement operators has showed, that they can improve the accuracy. However, their use in GA based learning is problematic. Finally, the better use of MB rules should also be developed.
We used GA as a flexible learning paradigm in face of complexity of the problem, but the results are debatable. It was practically impossible to enforce GA to acquire rules covering the whole range of examples, at least in the Michigan approach to classification system. 300 rules for a module is to little to get a good coverage, but processing more rules would be very costly in time. The best would be to make a whole set of rules being a GA in training directly subtaggers (for classes/categories) not particular rules. However in such a ideal approach, the time of learning would be enormous, i.e. one population for one class/category would be consisted of about 100 sets of thousands of rules each. Encoding of such an individual would request an extremely large chromosome, slowing down the speed of learning very much.
Keeping the overall scheme of rule based approach to tagging of Polish, one need to look for a more efficient algorithm of automatic acquisition of rules.
